


HOG MEETS FROG

...is “the“ european / austrian / viennese FREAKband around mastermind 
peter „petz“ schwabl.
three outstanding musicians who had, have and will have no other idea but to 
amuse mankind and cofuse mens minds. 
HOG MEETS FROGs SQUEAQUACKmusic is a zippy kind of experience as well, 
as to watch the FREAKs squeezing your mind out on stage. just feel it and keep the 
world save from it’s nemesis – side by side with the “holy spirit SQUEAQUACK“!

HOG MEETS FROGs
holy spirit SQUEAQUACK

...is the youngest album of HOG MEETS FROG and it’s not a lucky break that it is 
published in 2012. with the album they hail to the holy spirit SQUEAQUACK, who 
still has induced his return from a long, long meditation to prevent the end of the 
world in the end of 2012. 
it doesn’t matter if you listen to the album as CD, as mp3 or live – the songs of the 
“holy spirit SQUEAQUACK“ will make your mind freak out and goes boom... 
and it will brace you for saving the world.

born in 2002, as the one & only child 
of the “holy spirit SQUEAQUACK”,  
mother of “SQEUAQUACmusic” – a 
special kind of mind-transforming  
rock-metal-jazz-punk-funk – and also 
father of a new aera of 3 so called 
insane brains and their instruments, 
HOG MEETS FROG used to perform 
their unique FREAKshow with a lot of 
international bands from different 
genres like KNORKATOR (4 times), 

COPPELIUS (2 times), SORGENTE, BEATALLICA ...a.m.m. they all have already  
tasted the weirdness of HOG MEETS FROG - and yes: they liked it ;-).

SQUEAQUACKmusic

...this is the unique music of HOG MEETS FROG. a strange mix of several styles 
and rhythms. especially the bass of petz in combination with the stories, the beats 

and an outstanding guitarplay makes it what it is in the “euphorizing” end: 
a hail to the “holy spirit SQUEAQUACK”.


